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For those of you who don't know me, I
am in 9th grade at Washington. My
name is Priscilla and I’ve been at

Washington for a while. I really like
going off roading and I also like going to
truck meets because it's pretty cool. I’m
a ride or die type of person and I would

spend my days riding if I had the
opportunity. My family and I do that
very often. I also like going shopping
and doing makeup, it’s a very big deal

for me so I practice a lot. In addition to
makeup, I like dying my hair a lot to
express myself, my way. For sports, I

like volleyball because I’m really good at
it. I would honestly say I'm a good

female and I’m very funny, outgoing,
and rarely shy.  I always have crazy

stories to tell because I like getting out
to do things.

I am a 10th grader in the
high school program

and some of my favorite
things to do are

painting, skating, and
listening to music. I also
love offroading with my
family and my favorite
subject is History. I am

also a very spiritual
person; I love

meditating and
journaling. 

My name is Delilah and I am in 9th grade at
Washington High. For those who don't know,
I first arrived here about 2 weeks before the
8th grade year ended due to the coronavirus.

I specialize in writing, but let me tell you
more about myself. I am a huge animal lover.
I have 2 dogs but I wish I had more. I am 14,

almost 15, I have 6 sisters and no brothers. My
favorite Netflix show is Stranger Things. I
love the Harry Potter movies. Some things
that I do, other than stay home and watch

movies, is hang out with my best friend, we
do everything together. I am a pretty good

friend according to others. I have always been
the type of person to do something for

someone without asking. I am told I am a
funny person but, honestly, things just come

out of my mouth and people find it funny.
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For those of you that don’t recognize me,
I am the English teacher for the High

School Opportunity program. This year I
also have the privilege of co-teaching

Leadership with Ms.Waller and Ms.Plunk.
Some interesting things about me are

that I love art and pop culture-especially
memes and gifs. If I am not teaching or
doing some type of school related work,

you might find me doing any of the
following: watching TV, hiking, taking a

road trip, reading, crafting, playing video
games, attending an art walk, or

gardening. I have more than fifteen
house plants and they all have names. I
didn’t always do this, however, my first

year students named my classroom
plants and I carried on the tradition after
that. Every year I add a new plant to our
classroom and my students get to name

it. 

 Hi, everyone I am a
paraprofessional for Ms. Guillen’s

class.  I have worked at
Washington for over 15 years, and

am in love with my job.  Besides
working, I am a mom to a

teenager, and that is a whole job
on its own. I just graduated with

my Masters degree in counseling,
so I hope I get to pursue that

career one day.  I love all things
Boston, huge sports fan, Red Sox
have my heart.  I am also slightly
obsessed with my dogs, they are
Labs, their names are Ruger and
Trigger.  Traveling is one of my

favorite things to do with my
family, we are currently picking
our next destination once this
pandemic is over.  I love pop
culture, social media, fashion,

make up, and all things trending. 

This is my third year as the High School
Opportunity Math Teacher at Washington
and I am so excited for this school year
and for the chance to work with Ms.
Guillen, Mrs. Johnson, Ms. Plunk and our
Leadership students! This semester I
have the chance to work with this
awesome group and bring in some of my
witty banter and organization skills!
Summertime is my favorite season full of
sunshine and swimming, but quarantine
had really got me down, so I am glad we
are back at school! In addition to many
hours spent on Tik Tok, I’ve passed the
time since March with my favorite t.v.
shows, Schitt’s Creek, Kim’s
Convenience, and Parks and Rec,
accompanied by my favorite snacks! For
my birthday, I was gifted an Air Fryer.
Exploring new dishes has been fun! Let
me know if you have any
recommendations for my new kitchen
appliance.

Here is something about myself. I have
spent many a year here at
Washington. My outside interests 
 include a love for animals and
instrumental music. As  a community
liaison for the San Bernardino Valley
College Music Department, one of my
goals is to reach out to incoming
musicians and get them to enroll into
our Music Programs. So if you play an
instrument I want to talk to you:) I play
in more than one band including a
German Polka Band. I am also very
interested in the field of History. So if
ya ever need some history help, please
don’t hesitate to ask. I am enjoying
being a part of Ms Waller’s Math
classes as well this year. My favorite
Band of all time is Chicago. As a
History major I also enjoy all types of
old War movies. 



CURRENT EVENTSCURRENT EVENTSCURRENT EVENTS
By Delilah Martinez

ICE:
Corona Virus:

BLM:
Wildfires:

December 31st 2019. Around 11:30 pm we were all waiting for 2020, the best

year ever, we were so wrong. Around March 14 2020, we became increasingly

aware of a deadly virus that began earlier in the year, COVID-19. It wasn't just

the U.S who was infected, Covid 19 affected the whole world. Covid has had

negative effects on many people including teens. Depression in teens has been

on a rise ever since quarantine was put into place. According to

Massachusettes Genereal Hospital ¨ The U.S. Census Bureau recently reported

that a third of Americans show signs of clinical depression and anxiety. These

and other mental conditions are becoming amplified during the recent

pandemic....¨ (2020). So if you have been feeling down lately or ever need

someone to talk to please reach out to a friend or family member. Please slow

the spread, wear a mask , and stay safe.

According to a whistleblower (a person who exposes privateinformation within a private organization that is illegal, ornot.) Apparently there have been an abundance of womenwho have had a surgery performed on them in a privatelyowned immigration jail in Georgia. ¨five women who had theprocedure between October-December 2019 had told her thatthey reacted confused when explaining what they had done.Multiple women claimed they did not have access to theproper interpreters and the medical staff did not speakspanish.” 

Something else that is big that has been happening in the U.S and other
countries is the black lives matter movement. The black lives matter
movement fights for equality for everybody, and the end to police

brutality against people of color. In 2020 it should not be normal to see
innocent men, women, and children of color get killed on the internet.

You might have thought to yourself, how many weren't recorded? There
is so much racism and many issues with our justice system. Please

continue to fight and educate others and yourself so maybe one day we
will see a better tomorrow and a brighter future for our kids. For more

information and to help spread awareness to this major issue in theblack community please go to blacklivesmatter.com

Bouncing off of the Black Lives Matter movement that is sparking a

revolution, California and several other states are battling wildfires. Over

16,000 firefighters on the frontlines of the 25 wildfires in California. As of

right now there are hundreds of inmates fighting these deadly fires.

According to a California wildfire tracking website, there have been some

evacuations lifted and a lot of progress on the frontlines. “Firefighters

responded to 29 initial attack wildfires across the State. Since the

beginning of the year, there have been nearly 7.900 wildfires that have

burned over 3.3 million acres in California. Since August 15, when

California’s fire activity elevated, there have been 25 fatalities and over

4,200 structures destroyed¨ (2020).

https://www.massgeneral.org/news/coronavirus/depression-on-rise-during-covid-19
https://blacklivesmatter.com/
https://www.fire.ca.gov/daily-wildfire-report/


If you are having a tough time navigating
distance learning, I got you. 

Let's talk about some tips for distance
learning.

I know it would be much better if we could
return to school in person, but since this is
not currently possible, here are a few tips
and pieces of advice to keep in mind
during these tough times. 

Hello Washington Students, 

PRISCILLA RUIZ-CAMPOS

DISTANCE
LEARNING

SURVIVING

5.  If you are having a rough time keeping up with your work load or
struggling with your mental health, then please contact your teachers to
inform counselors. 

2.  Have your computer charged and any class materials ready to go
before the class period begins. 

3.  Be on time for class, if you do not show up you will be marked
¨ABSENT.¨  

4.  Be respectful to staff when they are speaking, they are trying to
teach. If you interrupt you will be distracting students who are trying to
learn.

1.  Always set up an alarm for 10 -20 mins.  before your first scheduled
class time so you can wake up and start your morning on a good note.

10. Stay on task.

11. Remember staff are trying their best as well during these tough times.

7.  During these tough times, remember to stay motivated. 

8.  Always check zangle to stay on top of your grades.

9.  Stay alert for new assignments.

6.  ALWAYS BE PREPARED. Keep track of your daily schedule with post it
notes or set alarms for yourself on a mobile device. 



Alexa Lopez
FUN
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Black smoke is a structure fire.

White smoke is a brush fire: trees,

grass, weeds.

Earth is the only known planet

where fire can burn.

You can use ice as a lens to start a

fire.

As you may know, California is

currently battling several major fires.

If you have ever wanted to know

more, here are some facts about fire:
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